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1. General Introduction

The term “joint venture”1 covers a variety of short or long term coop
eration arrangements between two or more parties2 for a common
project or enterprise. There is no body of law that specifically cov
the formation or operation of joint ventures; accordingly, there is
statutory definition of the term “joint venture”3. Most rules on the
formation and operation of a joint venture are found in the Sw
Code of Obligations (“CO”) which covers the contractual as well
company law aspects of joint ventures. Tax law, intellectual prop
law and certain governmental regulations4 often have a major impac
on the choice of the legal structure of a joint venture. Restriction
Swiss competition law may also apply; but these rules are of m
importance compared to other jurisdictions.

Swiss law allows basically two forms of joint ventures: th
contractual joint venture and the joint venture company5. Formation
of a partnership or a limited partnership is generally exclud
because Swiss law requires that the general partners (not, how
the limited partners) be individuals.6

A Swiss joint venture which attracted considerable attention
past years was the “merger” between Sweden’s ASEA and Swit
land’s BBC. The two (listed) companies contributed all their elect
technical operations (mostly subsidiaries) to a joint venture comp

1 Swiss legal doctrine as well as the economic literature generally use the En
term “joint venture”; sometimes, authors use the German term “Gemeinsch
unternehmen” for corporate joint ventures.

2 Partners are usually corporations but it is conceivable that one of the parties
joint venture might be e.g. a contractual joint venture, i.e. not a legal entity. 

3 See CLAUDE REYMOND, Le contrat de “Joint Venture”, Innominatverträge, Fes
ausgabe zum 60. Geburtstag von Walter R. Schluep (Zurich 1988), p. 383 et
MATTHIAS OERTLE, Das Gemeinschaftsunternehmen (Joint Venture) im schwe
rischen Recht (Zurich 1990) p. 2 et seq.; MEIER-SCHATZ (editor), Kooperations-
und Joint-Venture-Verträge (Zurich/St. Gallen 1994), p. 9 et seq.

4 E.g. in certain regulated businesses (such as banking and insurance) or
respect to working permits for foreign employees.

5 Some authors restrict the term joint venture to corporate joint ventures.
6 Articles 552 and 594.2 CO.
5
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2. Contractual Joint Ventures

2.1 Introduction

Contractual joint ventures are generally subject to Articles 539
551 CO,7 but the parties may contract out of most of these rules.

Contractual joint ventures are chosen in cases where no perma
structure is required or where flexibility is a key element for t
success of the joint venture. Tax considerations may influence
decision as to the legal form as well.

A common example of a contractual joint venture is a consortiu
formed to carry out a construction project.8

2.2 Advantages

(i) Ease of formation. No formal procedure must be followed whe
setting up a contractual joint venture. The contract can
concluded orally although parties will usually enter into
written agreement. No capital has to be put up for the jo
venture and no formal management structure is required.

(ii) Flexibility in operation. Joint venturers can simply change the
contractual agreement in order to adapt to new circumstan
By contrast, a joint venture company is less flexible f
instance, with respect to raising funds by increasing its equi9

7 So-called “einfache Gesellschaft” or “société simple”, often translated as “o
nary partnership” as opposed to the general partnership of Articles 552 to 593
As seen above the latter form is generally not suitable for a joint venture in S
zerland, see § 1 at footnote 6.

8 REYMOND, op. cit. (N.3), p. 385, points out that the majority of the cases c
under the heading “joint ventures” in the Yearbook for Commercial Arbitrat
concern contractual joint ventures. One could argue that this is no indication 
the number of contractual joint ventures versus corporate joint ventures, b
rather due to the fact that contractual joint ventures do not offer a secure stru
for the parties.

9 The increase of the share capital requires a formal procedure and filing with
commercial register. A reduction of the share capital is only possible after
creditors have been notified and after a waiting period has elapsed.
7
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(iii) Ease of termination. There is – again contrary to the corpora
joint venture – no formal procedure which has to be observe
the termination of a contractual joint venture.

(iv) Tax transparency. The contractual joint venture is not subje
to any taxation and offers total tax transparency. Profits a
losses accrue directly to the partners10.

(v) Confidentiality. The contractual joint venture offers comple
secrecy to the joint venturers if such secrecy is desired. Pa
could even choose a form under which only one party to 
contractual joint venture deals with third parties, the oth
parties being undisclosed partners.

(vi) Costs. The absence of a formal structure and certain tax adv
tages generally lead to lower costs in a contractual joint ven
as opposed to a joint venture company.

2.3 Disadvantages

(i) Liability. There is no limited liability for the parties (or “part
ners”) of a contractual joint venture; they may even beco
liable for debts11 incurred by other partners of the join
venture12.

(ii) External relationship, funding. Third parties will often find it
difficult to deal with a contractually established party, prefe
ring (rather) a legal entity. This is even more so if parties t
joint venture are based abroad. Funding will generally only
available to the joint venturers and not to the joint venture its

10 Losses may usually be carried forward for a period of seven years. See SPORI/
BUCHER, Übersicht über Steuerfragen im Zusammenhang mit Joint Ventures
MEIER-SCHATZ, op. cit. (N.3), p. 178.

11 There is only liability for debts which have been incurred on behalf of the jo
venture.

12 See Article 544 CO. A contractual joint venture generally qualifies as mention
above as a so-called ordinary partnership (defined as combination of two or 
persons with a view to jointly pursuing a common goal by joining their ende
ours and their resources).
8
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(iii) Lack of permanent structure. While parties may prefer the flex
ibility that a contractual joint venture offers, third parties a
likely to point out that only a corporate joint venture guarante
the permanent structure necessary for a long-term business
tionship. The lack of a permanent structure will, in additio
make it difficult for the joint venturers to define the rights an
obligations between them.

(iv) Limited ability to transfer contractual interest. Swiss law does
not allow the transfer of a stake in an ordinary partners
without the consent of the other partners13. Even where there is
such consent, the withdrawing partner will remain liable f
debts of the joint venture for two years following the date 
transfer of his share14.

2.4 When to Select

A contractual joint venture should be chosen for short-term proje
or projects which do not require a permanent structure. Comm
examples would be the formation of a consortium for a giv
construction project or joint research and development in a spec
field.

Cost considerations may be a further reason to prefer a contra
joint venture to a corporate structure15.

2.5 Formation Documents, Key Aspects

As indicated above, there is no legal requirement for any for
documentation. Rules of the CO will fill gaps not covered by t
agreement between the parties. Generally, the following issues
likely to be addressed by the parties entering into a contractual 
venture.

13 Article 542 CO. The consent could be given in advance, e.g. in the joint ven
agreement.

14 Article 181 CO.
15 A partnership is generally excluded under Swiss law, see § 1 supra at footnotes 5

and 6.
9
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(i) Name. Under Swiss law, a contractual joint venture cann
carry a registered corporate name16. On the other hand, the join
venture can appear under a name or label freely chosen b
parties, provided that such name or label does not infringe
the rights of third parties.

A contractual joint venture cannot be registered in t
commercial register.

(ii) Purpose and scope. The purpose and scope of the joint ventu
will define the parameters within which the partners may act
behalf of the joint venture. Consequently, the partners may h
an interest in agreeing on a rather narrow definition.

(iii) Funding, contributions. Article 531 CO states that – unles
agreed otherwise – each partner must make a contribu
either in cash, assets or in the form of services in orde
achieve the agreed purpose of the business. If the part
transfer assets to the business, these will be jointly owned
the partners, because the joint venture is not a legal entity see
also § 2.8 infra). Frequently, the partners will not transf
ownership but rather lease a certain asset in some cases wi
consideration to the joint venture; such a solution also fac
tates the liquidation of the joint venture.

Article 537 CO states that each partner has the right to
reimbursed for all expenditure incurred by him on behalf of t
joint venture. However (unless agreed otherwise), a partner 
have no claim for compensation for work performed. Despite 
lack of an automatic entitlement to compensation, each par
is liable to the other partners for losses resulting from his act
omissions.

(iv) Management, decision-making and power to deal with th
parties. The contractual arrangement will generally defin

16 Protection for the name of the joint venture may however be available unde
Unfair Competition Act of December 19, 1986. This statute offers a remedy 
is broadly similar to “passing off” under UK-law – i.e. the joint venturers may
able to prevent a third party from trading under a name that as a result of its 
larity (to that employed by the joint venture) is likely to cause confusion in 
minds of the public.
10
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which partner will be in charge of the management of t
contractual joint venture. Unless agreed otherwise, Article 5
CO provides that each partner may act on behalf of the busi
but that the other partners have a right to veto any act prio
its completion.

If the contract confers the right to manage the joint vent
on one (or more) partners, the others may (according to
mandatory rule of Article 539.2 CO) revoke such power f
“important reasons”17.

A partner not entrusted with the management has certain 
utory rights to inspect the books and correspondence of the b
ness18.

Decisions by the partners must generally be taken un
mously; however, the contract may provide for the possibility
a majority vote on certain issues. Parties are likely to agree 
– as a means of minority protection – certain transactions req
the consent of all partners involved (see § 3.5 (viii) infra).

When dealing with third parties, each managing partner m
conclude contracts which are binding upon the other partner
the joint venture, based upon the rules of agency19. All partners
will be jointly and severally liable in respect of such third par
dealings.

(v) Profit and loss allocation. Article 532 CO provides that each
partner must share any benefit that “by its nature belongs to
joint venture”; this provision may force the parties – whic
often carry on business in a similar field as the joint ventur
to define in detail which transactions the parties may enter 
for their own account and which business must pass through
joint venture (see also (vi) infra).

Article 533 CO provides that – unless otherwise stipulated
the contract – each partner will share equally all profits a
losses without regard to their respective contributions. The 
furthermore states that if the parties have only agreed upon

17 Article 539.3 CO defines “important reasons” as a major breach of the dutie
the managing partner or a loss of the partners ability to manage the business

18 Article 541 CO.
19 See Article 543 and 544 CO for details.
11
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allocation of profits, losses shall be borne in the same prop
tions.

(vi) Non-competition. Article 536 CO states that no partner shall d
business for his own account which would prejudice t
purpose of the joint venture. It is therefore not necessary
include an express non-competition clause in the contrac20.
This is one aspect of Swiss contractual joint ventures whic
often appreciated by foreign partners who are reluctant
include express clauses restricting competition due to restra
imposed by their domestic competition law.

(vii) Confidentiality. Partners will often agree to treat certain info
mation received with regard to the business and affairs of o
partners as confidential.

(viii) Transfer of interest. Swiss law does not provide for the transf
of a stake in a contractual joint venture from one party
another. Unless there is an agreement among all pa
involved, a transfer would require a liquidation of the existi
joint venture, followed by the creation of a new joint ventu
with different partners.

(ix) Duration and termination. Parties often agree on a certain dur
tion for the agreement because Article 546 CO provides that
contract may be terminated upon a 6 months notice if the ag
ment has been entered into for an indefinite duration.

Under Swiss law a joint venture may be terminated: (i) if t
purpose of the joint venture has been attained or has bec
unattainable; (ii) in the event of the death or bankruptcy o
partner; (iii) by mutual consent; (iv) by decision of a court
there are valid reasons to dissolve the joint venture.

If the joint venture is dissolved, partners are not entitled
demand the return of the assets originally contributed by th
there is, however, a right to claim the value of the contributi

20 A breach of this implied non-competition covenant would lead to a claim 
damages (but not necessarily to an account of profits made by the partner w
fully “competing”).
12
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Unless the parties of the joint venture have agreed otherw
assets will be sold upon dissolution.

The dissolution of the joint venture does not affect t
liability of the partners towards third parties21.

2.6 Taxation

A contractual joint venture is not subject to taxation as such an
fully tax transparent unless the joint venture qualifies as a perma
establishment22. Losses of the joint venture may therefore be offs
against the income of the partners.

2.7 Foreign Involvement

There are generally no limitations on foreign involvement in a Sw
contractual joint venture. Rules restricting foreign ownership 
Swiss real estate and regulations on employment by foreign natio
may, however, have an impact upon a contractual joint ventur
Switzerland (see § 3.7 for details).

2.8 Acquisition and Use of Business Assets and 
Intellectual Property Rights

Article 531.3 CO deals with the transfer of assets to the busines
the leasing of assets to the joint venture.

Intellectual property rights are hardly ever transferred to
contractual joint venture because of the complicated formalities to
observed if such rights were to be jointly-owned. Parties m
however, agree upon a licence between a partner and the contra
joint venture.

21 Article 551 CO.
22 In such a case the parties will become liable to cantonal and federal taxes 

domicile of the permanent establishment (the definition of permanent estab
ment used in Switzerland – even in domestic cases – is substantially equival
the definition on the OECD model double taxation convention). 
13
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If the joint venture is likely to create intellectual property righ
parties should choose the form of a corporate joint venture (see § 3);
the contractual joint venture, lacking an independent legal identity
an inappropriate structure for the creation and holding of intellec
property rights. Under Swiss law intellectual property rights (with t
exception of copyrights) created by employees of the joint ven
belong to the employer.

2.9 Competition Law Considerations

Contractual joint venture agreements may limit competition 
certain areas. Swiss competition law does not, however, prohibit s
agreements unless third parties are either excluded from compe
or considerably hindered from competing. Even then, joint ventu
may still claim that there are overriding interests justifying the agr
ment (see § 3.9 infra for details).

2.10 Summary

The contractual joint venture allows great flexibility and is mos
used for short-term projects. The statutory non-competition provis
applying to contractual joint ventures is very often appreciated
foreign parties to a joint venture who might be reluctant to inclu
non-competition clauses due to restraints imposed by their dom
competition law. Tax transparency and tax flexibility may be
further reason to choose a contractual joint venture.

Because Swiss law does not permit corporate entities to form p
nerships23, the contractual structure is always chosen when a co
rate joint venture is considered inappropriate by the joint venture

23 See § 1 at footnote 6; corporate entities may be limited partners in a partner
but at least one natural person must act as a general partner.
14
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3. Corporate Joint Ventures

3.1 Introduction

Swiss joint venture companies are generally organised as corp
tions limited by shares24, regulated by Articles 620 to 763 CO. Th
company with limited liability25 is hardly ever chosen26 mainly
because of the lack of confidentiality27and the formalities to be
observed in the event of a transfer of shares28.

In contrast to the contractual joint venture, the joint ventu
company (hereinafter “jvc”) is an independent legal entity w
distinct and separate interests from those of its members and s
holders (the “joint venturers”). The relationship between the jo
venturers is generally governed by a shareholders’ agreement. S
of the provisions of the shareholders’ agreement could also be in
porated in the articles of association of the jvc, but parties are usu
reluctant to do so, mainly because the articles of association: (i)
only be changed by means of formal procedure29; and (ii) may be
inspected by anyone at the commercial register.

The shareholders’ agreement may be signed prior or subseque
the formation of the jvc: in the former case, the agreement may 
address the formation of the jvc. Joint ventures can also be forme
means of a subscription for new shares or transfer of shares i
existing company. The special aspects of such a jvc (and its con

24 In German “Aktiengesellschaft” (abbreviated “AG”), in French “Socié
Anonyme” (abbreviated “SA”).

25 “Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung” (“GmbH”), “Société à responsabi
limitée (“Sàrl”), Articles 772 to 827 CO.

26 The equity of a company with limited liability may furthermore not exce
CHF 2’000’000 (Article 773 CO).

27 Article 790 CO. A list of the shareholders must be deposited with the comme
register and is publicly available for inspection. The transfer of the shares mu
published in the commercial gazette.

28 The shares (respectively the “parts” of “quotas” as the law calls them) can on
transferred by means of a notarized deed of assignment to be made in a 
deed.

29 A shareholders’ meeting must pass the respective resolutions, a notarized
must be drawn up and changes must be notified to the commercial register.
15
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tual basis) are not specifically dealt with in the text that follows. T
documentation for such structures is rather similar to the docume
tion used in the formation of a new jvc. The principal difference l
in the fact that the “old” partner will typically be required to giv
warranties and representations with respect to the (existing) com
to its new partner(s) upon the subscription for or transfer of 
shares.

3.2 Advantages

(i) Ease of formation: A Swiss jvc is relatively easy to incorporate
the process taking no more than two to three weeks. Cou
will often advise the use of standard articles of associat
(since, inter alia, parties generally place all commerciall
sensitive provisions in the shareholders’ agreement)30 which
adds to the ease of formation.

(ii) Separate entity. The fact that the jvc is a distinct legal entit
enhances the stability of the joint venture structure; this 
advantages for the joint venturers in their relationships inter se
as well as in the jvc’s dealings with third parties. The ability
enter into contracts and to own property (including intellectu
property rights) is a clear advantage over the contractual j
venture.

(iii) Limited liability. The liability of each joint venturer is limited
to the amount subscribed in the share capital of the jv31.
However, a joint venturer will often not be able to take adva
tage of this limited liability, because (a) the insolvency of t
jvc will damage the standing of the joint venturer in the cap

30 See § 3.1 supra and § 3.5 infra.
31 More precisely, if shares are not fully paid up, the shareholders remain liabl

the balance owning on their shares. Because joint venturers will often ma
contribution in kind, there may also be a liability if the contribution is overvalu
Article 753 CO.
On the other hand, if the contribution is undervalued, or if the shareholders 
tribute more than the nominal share capital (a so-called “agio” or surplus),
amount is not recoverable by the shareholders in the event of an insolvency.
16
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market, possibly also triggering cross default clauses in loan
the joint venturer; and (b) one or more joint venturers may h
personally guaranteed the debts of jvc. In rare cases, S
courts may also either pierce the corporate veil, holding on
the joint venturers directly liable, or hold one of the pare
companies liable under a theory of a group liability.

(iv) Transferability of interest. Shares of the joint venturers ca
easily be transferred either to other joint venturers or to a th
party.

(v) Commercial understanding/familiarity. Third parties would
undoubtedly prefer to deal with a structure with which they 
more familiar than one such as a contractual joint ventu
Furthermore, a jvc will often appear as a “domestic” compa
even if it is controlled by foreign joint venturers. This may 
especially helpful where the jvc bids for public works.

(vi) External finance. A jvc is generally much better placed to de
with banks and other lenders than a contractual joint vent
where finance is usually provided by the joint venturers the
selves.

3.3 Disadvantages

(i) Formation and running costs. A jvc has higher formation and
running costs than a contractual joint venture. Attorney’s fe
notarisation costs and registration fees usually amount
approximately CHF 5’000–10’000. There is furthermore 
capital duty (referred to as “stamp tax”) of 3% payable on 
issue of share capital32. The requirement for a board of direc
tors, the costs of book-keeping and auditors must all be ta
into consideration when comparing the running costs of a jv
those of a contractual joint venture. Costs associated with

32 Respectively on the fair market value of the consideration received if the j
venturers contribute their business. This tax may be avoided under specific
cumstances. Furthermore, the rate will fall to 2% starting 1996 when there
also be an exemption for companies with a capital of less than CHF 200’000
17
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shareholders’ agreement may be comparable to the cos
drafting and negotiating the agreement for a contractual jo
venture.

(ii) Termination. The termination of a jvc is a formal procedure th
involves – inter alia – the threefold publication of such inten
tion to potential creditors in the Swiss Commercial Gazette
Assets of the company may only be distributed after the exp
of one year after the third publication33.

(iii) Taxation. The jvc is taxed as an independent entity; there
consequently no tax transparency. Dividends paid to the j
venturers34 are subject to a 35% withholding tax which may 
fully reclaimed by Swiss joint venturers, and partially – i.e. 
virtue of double taxation treaties – by foreign joint venturers35.
Because Swiss tax law does not tax groups on a consolid
basis – but treats each corporation as an independent entit36 –
a joint venturer will be unable to set off a loss from the j
against other income unless a write-off of the participation
the books of the joint venturer is permitted for tax purposes

(iv) Lack of flexibility. A jvc has to comply with certain minimum
legal requirements, namely with respect to its share capita
least CHF 100’000)37, the payment of dividends38, and the
internal organisation (book-keeping requirements, audito
board of directors with a majority of Swiss citizens residing
Switzerland). A change in the capital structure or in the artic
of association of the jvc will require a formal procedure39.

33 Certain exemptions may apply. Article 745.3 CO.
34 Including constructive dividends, i.e. distributions of assets that are treated 

they were a dividend.
35 The applicable withholding tax rate is one of the first issues to be exam

before choosing the legal form of a joint venture. Double taxation treaties usu
foresee a reduction to a net tax of 0–15%. See SPORI/BUCHER, op. cit. (N.10),
p. 177.

36 There is, however, a relief on dividends received by a parent company; see § 3.6
for details.

37 Article 621 CO.
38 Article 671 CO; The jvc must build up certain reserves.
39 A shareholders’ meeting in the presence of a notary public and the changes

be notified to the company registrar. See § 3.5.
18
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(v) Lack of secrecy. The disclosure requirements of Swiss comp
nies are not stringent in comparison to other jurisdictio
However, certain requirements apply if the joint venture
contribute a business, know-how or certain assets to the jv
exchange for shares40.

3.4 When to Select

The jvc is almost always selected for a joint venture in Switzerla
unless the type of activity contemplated: (i) is of short-term nature
(ii) requires little or no contact with third parties. Tax consideratio
may, however, lead to a selection of contractual joint venture.41

3.5 Formation Documentation, Key Aspects

If the jvc is established for the purpose of cooperation between 
(or more) joint venturers, the latter will usually enter into a sha
holders’ agreement42 for the formation and running of the jvc. Certa
provisions of this agreement may be entered in the articles of as
ation of the jvc (e. g. clauses regarding the powers of the sh
holders’ meeting); such incorporation in the articles of associa
has certain advantages over a purely contractual arrangement 
standard articles of association), namely with respect to third p
rights; third parties are deemed to have knowledge of the conten
the articles of association;43 the principal disadvantage of placin

40 Article 628 et seq. CO. In essence the nature and value of the assets must b
tified in a report which will also be checked by the auditors.

41 See § 2.6 and § 3.6 for details.
42 The term “shareholders’ agreement” is actually too narrow; when entering 

the agreement, the parties are not yet shareholders but plan to become shar
ers of the jvc. It is maybe for this reason that some authors prefer to refer t
contractual arrangement as the “basic contract” (“contrat de base”). The con
of shareholders’ agreements vary widely in practice. If the agreement if c
cluded prior to the formation of the jvc (which is generally the case) a draft of
contemplated articles of association should be annexed to the agreement.

43 Third parties are deemed to have knowledge of the articles of association 
they are placed in the commercial register and third parties have unrestr
access to their terms.
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commercial terms in the articles of association lies in the fact 
clauses in the articles of association are open to public inspec
they can furthermore only be changed by means of a formal pr
dure.44 Standard articles of association include (Article 626 CO):
the corporate name and the registered office of the company; (i
objects clause; (iii) the nominal amount of the share capital and
number, type and nominal value of the shares; (iv) the notice pe
for shareholders’ meetings and the manner in which a meetin
convened; (v) the manner in which directors may represent and 
the company (sole signatory rights/joint signatory rights); (vi) t
manner in which shareholders are to be notified.

The following key aspects are likely to be addressed in the sh
holders’ agreement or in the articles of association:

(i) Name and the registered office of the jvc. Certain rules apply
under Swiss law with respect to the names of the compan
they must not be designed solely for publicity purposes and m
not deceive third parties. Parties sometimes use a combina
of their own names for the jvc;45 often, the name will be regis-
tered in German, French, Italian and English (X AG/SA/Ltd
The registered office does not have to coincide with the loca
of the company’s headquarters and is often chosen as a res
tax considerations. However, if the business is conducted 
location other than that of the registered office, the busin
will generally qualify as a permanent establishment in su
location and will therefore be subject to taxation there and 
(or only to a certain extent) at the company’s headquarters.

(ii) Objects clause of the jvc. The objects clause limits the scope 
activity in which the jvc may engage. Sometimes the claus
drafted as widely as possible (and thus rendered practic
meaningless) in order to allow an expansion into other area
business. Sometimes the clause is very narrowly drafted in o
to ensure that the jvc limits itself or clearly defined activitie

44 A shareholders’ meeting must be convened. Generally a simple voting major
required although the bye-laws may specify otherwise: Art. 704.2 CO.

45 E. g. ABB Asea-Brown Boveri AG.
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After the formation of the company the objects clause can o
be changed if the holders of two-thirds of the share cap
agree.46 

(iii) Share capital, number and type of shares. The articles of asso-
ciation must contain a provision regarding the amount of 
share capital. The minimum share capital is CHF 100’000
50’000.– of which must be fully paid-up. The share capital
often divided into shares of CHF 1’000 each.47 The joint-
ventures usually agree to issue registered shares, althoug
law also permits bearer shares.48 The articles of association ma
limit the transferability of registered shares, e. g. by grant
the board of directors or the shareholders’ meeting the righ
refuse to enter the acquirer into the shareholders’ regis
provided however that certain criteria (which must be enum
ated in the articles of association), are met.49

Swiss law also permits the use of different classes of sha
e. g. “A” shares and “B” shares, entitling the holders of ea
type of share to propose a number of directors for election a
shareholders’ meeting.50 The shareholders’ meeting may the
only refuse to elect the proposed director for “valid reasons”51

Parties may furthermore agree to create shares with s
voting or special dividend rights,52 or shares without voting
rights, so-called participation certificates. These differing sh
structures can be used to reflect and reward differing contr

46 Article 704.1 CO. This rule is mandatory, i. e. the articles of association may
lower this threshold.

47 The minimal nominal value is CHF 10.–.
48 Note that the transfer of “bearer” shares cannot be controlled. Like a £ 1 n

possession alone confers title. There will be no register of holders of bearer s
– the identity of holders will be unknown.

49 Article 686 CO.
50 Article 709 CO.
51 Such valid reasons would, for example, exist if the proposed director did not 

the necessary professional experience or background. See also § 3.5 (vii) infra.
52 Shares with super voting rights can only be issued by creating shares with a d

ent nominal value (e. g. shares with a nominal value of CHF 100 and CHF 50
and given each share one vote. In other words, super voting rights can on
achieved by increasing the number of shares and therefore available votes. S
with super dividend rights are regulated by Articles 654 to 656 CO.
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tions made to the jvc by the joint venturers.53 
A subsequent change in the share capital necessitates

proval by the shareholders. Shareholders have a statutory o
to purchase newly issued share capital pro rata to their existing
shareholding at the issue price fixed by the board of direct
This option may be waived (for all shareholders) by a major
vote of two thirds, provided that there are valid reasons to do

(iv) Subscription of the joint venturers to share capital. This clause
will address the amount of equity each joint venturer holds
the jvc. Often, the joint venturers will contribute a busine
intellectual property rights, know-how or other assets to the 
In such cases, the parties will need to agree upon a valuatio
these contributions which must also be checked by the audi
Parties may agree to give warranties and representations 
title, value and condition of the contributions either to the
fellow joint venturers and/or to the jvc.

If there is to be a contribution in kind (or if the shares a
subscribed for cash, but there is an understanding that the
will purchase certain assets from a shareholder), there 
disclosure requirements in the articles of association that m
be complied with; the board of directors must, in addition, dr
up a report on the nature, condition and adequacy of the co
bution which will then be checked by the auditors54.

(v) Transferability of shares. The transferability of shares in a jv
is often restricted. Swiss law permits such restrictions to
incorporated in the articles of association, provided that 
reasons to refuse recognition of a transfer are enumerated i
articles of association. If the acquirer and seller do not abide
these rules, the acquirer will not be entered into the sh
holders’ register and will not be able to vote his shares i
shareholders’ meeting.55 Restrictions in the joint venture agree

53 See ROLF WATTER, Die Problematik der Einbringung im Joint-Venture, in
MEIER-SCHATZ, op. cit. (N.3), p. 61 et seq.

54 Article 630 CO. The disclosure covers a list of all assets contributed, the me
and appropriateness of valuation, the number of shares, the contributing s
holder received.

55 Articles 685/6 CO.
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ment often go further and may require that a majority – of s
80% – of the shareholders agrees to any proposed transfer. 
a clause can in practice confer a power of veto upon each 
venturer with respect to a proposed transfer. A right of fi
refusal is also often used in joint venture agreements.56 Some-
times, these agreements will even provide that the remain
partners may purchase the shares at book value if one p
intends to sell its shares to a third party. There are vari
means by which a right of first refusal can be secured vis-à
of third parties. Since 1992, the articles of association may
longer include such rights. Perhaps, the most common solu
is to place the shares of all joint venturers in escrow with
trusted third party. The terms of the escrow arrangements 
provide, inter alia, that no shares can be transferred unless t
have first been offered to existing shareholders. 

The agreement sometimes also contains a “take-me-alo
clause which requires a joint venturer, willing to sell his sta
to find a purchaser for the shares of all joint venturers.

(iv) Future funding. Swiss tax law generally requires that the de
equity ratio does not exceed 6:1.57 If loans are granted by share
holders, tax authorities furthermore define a maximum inter
rate. Tax considerations will often force the joint venturers
consider further equity funding for the jvc, even though su
funding is subject to a 3% (soon to be reduced to 2%) cap
duty. Generally, the joint venturers will agree in the sha
holders’ agreement to subscribe for newly issued share ca
under certain conditions, for example, to make up for los
incurred by the jvc.58

Financing by third parties (namely banks) is often on
possible if the joint venturers guarantee repayment of the lo

56 In the sense that a shareholder wishing to transfer his shares must first offer
to the club of existing joint venture shareholders. Such rights may also be fo
in the articles of association.

57 If the ratio is exceeded, the tax authorities will not recognise the deductio
interest payments.

58 There is a statutory option under Swiss law to subscribe for newly issued sh
Article 652 CO. This option can be waived by a majority vote in a sharehold
meeting.
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Such a guarantee clearly increases the personal exposure o
joint venturers and alters fundamentally the limited liabili
aspect of the jvc.

The parties may also raise finance through the issue by
jvc of non-voting shares (so-called “Participation Certificates
to third parties. Such shares carry dividend rights and an ent
ment to future liquidation proceeds.

(vii) Constitution of the board of directors. The number of board
members is usually defined in the articles of association. Sw
law requires that a majority of the directors be Swiss citize
residing in Switzerland.59 Sometimes the articles of associatio
provide for two classes of shares (e. g. “A” shares and “
shares) giving the holders of each class the right to propo
number of directors.60 Swiss law does not require that the shar
holders’ meeting formally elects these board members; 
shareholders’ meeting may refuse to elect a board mem
proposed by the holders of one class of shares only if there
valid reasons for doing so.61 The law provides further that the
right of the shareholders’ meeting to remove directors fr
office at any time cannot be waived by contractual arran
ments.62 

The joint venture agreement often contains detailed rule
to the election of the president and the vice-president of 
board. Contrary to the practice in other companies,63 the articles
of association of a jvc often provide for an election of the pre
dent by the shareholders. The articles of association (or
shareholders’ agreement) may also define the minimum num
of directors necessary to form a quorum and may furtherm
address the question of whether or not the president will ha
casting vote. The shareholders’ agreement are, finally, likely
limit the types of transactions that the board can enter i

59 Article 708 CO. An exception applies to holding companies.
60 See also § 3.5 (iii) for the possibility of shares with super-voting rights.
61 See supra.
62 See Article 705 CO.
63 Where the board constitutes itself.
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without shareholders’ approval (see below).64 If the board issues
regulations as to the frequency, quorum and other administra
aspects of its meetings and with respect to the rights of
members to represent the jvc in legal transactions, such reg
tions are usually made conditional upon approval by the jo
venturers.

The parties may also agree on the manner in which direc
and officers may execute agreements that bind the jvc.65

It should be noted in this context that directors are person
liable for damages caused by their unlawful conduct (includ
a breach of their fiduciary duty towards of jvc). Directors m
find themselves in a conflict between the interests of “the
joint venturer and the interests of jvc; if their decision is sole
made in favour of the joint venturer, they may – according to t
rule – become personally liable to the jvc or to creditors of 
jvc in case of a bankruptcy of the jvc.66

(viii) Minority protection. Minority protection in a typical joint
venture agreement is achieved by requiring approval by:
either both (or all) parties; or (ii) by all board members for
range of transactions specified in the shareholders’ agreem
Such transactions typically include:

– the hiring of senior management;

– loan agreements exceeding a certain threshold;

– contracts with a joint venturer or a party associated wit
joint venturer;

– capital expenditure exceeding a certain amount;

– the sale of important business assets.

64 Such restrictions will usually not be binding upon third parties.
65 It is common that the articles of association provide that not less than two s

tures of directors are required.
66 Of course, in such circumstances the joint venturers would have to indemn

director who was ordered to act in a certain manner. In addition, under spe
circumstances the joint venturer may also become liable if it is de facto mana
the jvc. See LUCIUS HUBER, Vertragsgestaltung: Gründungsstruktur, Gründun
Willensbildung und Auflösung, in: MEIER-SCHATZ, op. cit. (N.3), p. 29.
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A change in the articles of association will often require
special quorum (e. g. 80%).

(ix) Deadlock devices. Especially in 50:50 joint ventures, th
parties may agree on certain deadlock devices for cases w
the articles of association or the shareholders’ agreem
require approval by both parties and they fail to reach agr
ment. Parties sometimes agree to a form of arbitration pro
dure, in which each party may elect an additional board mem
who will in turn propose a third member. The newly compos
board of directors will then decide on the issue. Alternative
some agreements provide that one party will prevail on cer
questions in one year, while the other will, in the next. So
agreements also state that if the parties still fail to agree aft
cooling-off period, the jvc must be wound up, or that so-cal
“Russian Roulette” clauses will apply. Under Russian Roule
clauses, one party will need to specify the price at which i
willing to purchase or sell the shares to the other party. T
other party may then choose to acquire or dispose of the sh
at that price. This mechanism is destined to ensure that
shares change hand at a fair price.

(x) Auditors. A Swiss jvc must have qualified auditors. Parties w
generally choose a well-known, possibly internation
accounting firm for this task.

(xi) Termination. The shareholders’ agreement (or the articles
association) may provide for a number of instances in which
jvc must be dissolved.67 Generally, shareholders must decide o
the liquidation of the company in a shareholders’ meeting. T
meeting will also elect liquidators, who will – among oth
duties – have to publish three notices to creditors in which cr
itors are asked to file any claims they might have. Generally,
proceeds of the liquidation may only be distributed to the sha

67 Article 736 CO states four reasons for dissolving a company: (i) reasons enu
ated in the articles of association (ii) bankruptcy (iii) judgement if sharehold
representing 20% of the share capital demand liquidation in the event o
oppression of a minority (such cases are very rare) and (iv) in certain sp
cases, such as if the company fails to elect a board of directors.
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holders one year after publication of the last of the three not
to creditors.68

(xii) Non-competition. Parties will usually undertake not to compe
with the business of the jvc. Under Swiss competition law it w
generally be possible to give such an undertaking.69

(xiii) Confidentiality. Parties often undertake to keep confidential 
information relating to the business of the jvc and relating to 
business and affairs of other joint venturers.

(xiv) Contractual arrangements with joint venturers. Parties will
often require that all joint venturers consent to agreeme
between the jvc and one of the joint venturers. According to
specific circumstances, the parties may also undertake
provide certain services to the jvc. Rules on taxation of deem
dividends usually require that contracts be made at ar
length.

(xv) Use of intellectual property rights created by the jvc. Parties
will generally agree that the jvc will grant licences free 
charge to the joint venturer unless there are competition con
erations to be taken into account.

(xvi) Dividend policy. The dividend policy of a jvc is typically inter-
related with the question of future funding and the abstract
of the profits. Swiss companies generally have a policy
paying out only a small portion of their net income in order
finance “internally” expansion into new areas. Tax conside
tions (in particular, withholding tax) may also lead to a low pa
out ratio.

(xvii) Costs. Formation costs of the jvc will generally be borne by t
jvc; such costs are often capitalised and written off ove
period of 5 years. 70

68 An earlier distribution is possible, see Article 745.3 CO.
69 See § 3.9 infra in competition law aspects.
70 Article 664 CO.
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(xviii) Applicable law, jurisdiction.71 In an international context, it is
necessary to specify the law applicable to the sharehold
agreement. Generally, the parties select the law of the cou
where the jvc is domiciled. But other solutions are conceivab
e. g. if two German companies form a jvc in Switzerland:
such case, parties are likely to specify that German law co
their relationship.72 Parties furthermore often agree on th
jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal in case of a dispute.

3.6 Taxation

A jvc is taxed just like any other Swiss company. In particular, 
following taxes will be levied.73

(i) Stamp duty (Security Issuance Tax). There is a stamp duty
3% (expected to be 2% from 1996) on the nominal value
newly issued share capital. If there is a contribution in kind, 
3% is levied on the fair market value of such contributio
Under special circumstances, namely if the joint venturers b
contribute parts of their business, the creation of a jvc quali
as a reorganisation which will be stamp tax free. The d
equity ratio may not exceed certain thresholds74; furthermore,
nominal equity may generally not exceed the nominal equity
subsidiaries contributed.

(ii) Corporate income tax. Corporate income is taxed by th
Federal Government and by the Cantons (States). The tax
at the federal levels is progressive and ranges from 3.63%
9.8% of the income (after cantonal taxes). No exemptions
deductions are granted for foreign source income excep
derived from a permanent establishment or real estate loc

71 For details see ANTON K. SCHNYDER, Internationale Joint-Ventures verfahrens
anwendungs- und schiedsgerichtliche Fragen, in: MEIER-SCHATZ, op. cit. (N.3),
p. 81 et seq. 

72 However, the parties will need to seek advice from a Swiss lawyer whether 
agreement is in conformity with mandatory provisions under Swiss law.

73 See for details SPORI/BUCHER, in: MEIER-SCHATZ, op. cit. (N.3), p. 163 et seq.
74 6:1 under “normal” circumstances.
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abroad. Cantons each have their own tax laws which vary w
respect to tax base, tax period and tax rates. 75 Whereas the
maximum income tax rate in the Canton of Zug amounts
approximately 12% of the net income, other Cantons m
charge income taxes of more than 30%. In contrast to 
federal government, many Cantons grant a privileged tax tr
ment to foreign-controlled companies which mainly gener
foreign source income (see also (iv) infra for holding compa-
nies and dividends received from subsidiaries).

(iii) Capital tax. The federal capital tax is annually levied at a ra
of 0.0825% of shareholders’ equity. Capital tax levied by t
Cantons varies (generally 0.3 to 0.6% per year).

(iv) Special rules for holding companies. Income received from
subsidiaries of a jvc is generally tax free due to an intercomp
dividend received exemption; there are also reduced cap
taxes on such companies at the Cantonal level.

(v) Group relief. There is no group relief under Swiss law; loss
of a jvc may therefore not be offset against other income o
joint venturer unless the participation in the jvc can be writt
off which is often not allowed for tax purposes. However, 
stated above, there is an exemption on dividends receive
holding companies.

3.7 Foreign Involvement

There are no rules prohibiting foreign involvement in a Swiss j
however, certain rules and regulations apply.

(i) Regulated businesses. Certain regulated business – name
banks – need a special permit or licence if they are contro
by foreigners.

(ii) Exchange control. There are, as a general rule, no restrictio
on capital transactions between Switzerland and other co
tries. The Swiss National Bank may, however, regulate 

75 Most rules – but not the rates – will have to be harmonized by December 31, 2
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country’s money supply and implement credit and curren
policies. While foreign entities who want to raise capital in t
Swiss market must notify the Swiss National Bank,76 a Swiss
jvc would generally not be required to notify or to file fo
permission. The sale of any type of securities issued by Sw
companies may be prohibited by the Swiss Government un
certain circumstances. Such prohibition was in force in 1978
order to maintain a certain exchange rate level of the Sw
franc.77 No such rules are currently in force.

(iii) Other restrictions on foreign investment. Non-residents may
acquire all types of domestic assets or shares in dome
companies without obtaining special approval with the exc
tion of (i) companies engaged in certain regulated busines
(such as banking or insurance) and (ii) real property or com
nies that hold real property (see below for details). The contri-
bution of a business to a jvc which requires a licence (o
concession) to operate (i. e. business involved in transporta
the health sector or the import of certain agricultural goo
may be subject to approval by the competent authorities.

(iv) Rules regarding the acquisition of real property by foreigne
The Federal Law on the Acquisition of Real Property 
Foreigners of December 16, 1983 (usually referred to as the
Friedrich) limits not only the acquisition of real property b
also the purchase of shares or the participation in compa
which own real property.78 The Lex Friedrich applies to a
purchase or subscription of shares in a jvc that owns real p
erty only if (i) the purchaser is a foreigner, a foreign corporat
or a Swiss corporation which is controlled by foreigners, (
such purchaser obtains or re-enforces a controlling position 
test for such control is met – inter alia – if foreign ownership
exceeds one third of all shares), and (iii) the market value of
real property is more than one-third of the market value of 

76 This permission is generally granted.
77 Article 16i I.3 of the Federal Law on the National Bank.
78 As further defined in Article 4 Lex Friedrich and Article 1 of the implementin

ordinance.
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total assets of the jvc. Unless the value is clearly below 
threshold, the purchaser must seek a decision of the comp
authorities that the Lex Friedrich is not applicable to t
purchase of shares. If the value of the real property exceeds
third of the total assets, the foreign joint venturer must seek
approval of the competent authorities to purchase a control
interest. Such authorization is granted if the real property
necessary for the corporation to conduct its business (e.g
manufacturing purposes or to meet office space requireme
The authorization will often only be granted under certa
conditions such as a prohibition resale or a requirement tha
shares be deposited with the competent Cantonal authoritie
agencies. No authorization will be granted if the real propert
near a military installation or if the acquisition is consider
contrary to the public interest. A purchase of shares in
company holding Swiss real estate without the necess
approval is considered null and void under the Lex Friedrich

(v) Rules on the employment of foreign nationals. Switzerland im-
poses strict limitations upon the granting of work permits to f
eign employees. Each Canton (and the Federation) 
(according to the size of its economy) a yearly quota of w
permits it may grant. If a foreign group enters into a Swiss jo
venture, the jvc cannot expect to be staffed entirely with m
agement from the home country of the joint venturer. Howev
work permits for top executives, skilled technicians and s
cialist essential to the establishment and the smooth opera
of a business will usually be granted, subject however to 
availability of such permits in that Canton or at Federal leve

3.8 Acquisition and Use of Business Assets and 
Intellectual Property Rights

Business assets are often transferred to the jvc. There are ce
disclosure requirements79 and tax consequences80 if such a transfer is

79 See § 3.5 (iv) supra. 
80 See § 3.6 (i) supra.
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made in return for shares.81 Parties may of course also consid
leasing assets to the jvc; this not only avoids disclosure requirem
but may also be advantageous from a tax perspective. 

Intellectual property rights are often licensed rather than tra
ferred to the jvc. If intellectual property rights are transferr
outright, the jvc may need to enter into licence agreements with
joint venturers in order to allow them to continue to make use of s
rights. However, competition considerations may render necessa
exclusive use of the intellectual property rights by the jvc. Intellect
property rights (with the exception of copyright) created 
employees of the jvc belong – by operation of law – to the jvc.82 In
some instances, the jvc will licence such rights to the shareholde83

3.9 Competition Law Considerations

The present Federal Law on Cartels84 (“FLC”) came into force on
July 1, 1986. It is actually being revised and substantial changes
expected. In contrast to the national laws of most European juris
tions – and in particular Articles 85/86 of the EEC treaty85 – Swiss
law in principle permits companies to enter into agreements that 
restrict or distort competition86 unless such agreements or measu
exclude third parties from competition87 or considerably hinder them

81 Or against cash shortly after a capital increase against cash.
82 Article 332 CO.
83 See § 3.5 (xv).
84 Cartels are, inter alia, defined as agreements, or non-binding agreements 

influence or are liable to influence the market for specific goods or service
means of a joint restriction of competition, especially by regulating the manu
turing, the sale and resale of goods or the prices or terms upon which the
offered.

85 Parties must always seek advice from a specialized lawyer if the agreeme
likely to have effect within the EC. See for details, MEIER-SCHATZ, op. cit. (N.3),
p. 105 et seq.

86 The so-called “principle of abuse prevention”.
87 Elimination of competition occurs when existing competitors are forced out of

market or when potential competitors are prevented from participating in 
market.
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from competing (Article 6 FLC), or have socially or economica
detrimental consequences (Articles 29, 32 FLC). So-called qu
cartel organisations – defined inter alia as undertakings with a domi
nant market position – are subject to the same regulations (Artic
FLC). The shareholders’ agreement or the jvc itself may therefor
subject to the FLC.

The Federal Cartel Commission (“the Commission”), the adm
istrative agency responsible for the enforcement of the FLC, m
investigate a merger or any other combination of enterprises (suc
a joint venture)88 if the combination leads to or enforces a domina
market position (i.e. qualifies as a quasi-cartel organisation) 
(cumulatively) if there is an indication of economically or socia
detrimental consequences as a result of such merger89. The Commis-
sion investigates a number of mergers90 every year.

The Commission can make preliminary inquiries (Article 28 FL
which may lead to an informal settlement; it can also start form
investigations (Articles 29, 30 FLC). The Commissions may th
issue recommendations, (Article 32 FLC). If the parties concerne
not accept these recommendations (which are in essence 
binding) the Federal Economic Department (“FED”) may iss
orders91. The FED is responsible for monitoring whether the part
comply with such orders or recommendations.

It is important to note in the present context that neither 
Commission nor the FED have the power to order the divestitur

88 See SCHUERMANN/SCHLUEP, Kartellgesetz, Preisüberwachungsgesetz, Zuri
1988, p. 697.

89 Legal commentators point out that the provision as enacted is not very mea
ful; if the newly created entity qualifies as a cartel-like organisation (which p
duces the detrimental consequences mentioned in Article 30 FLC), 
Commission may start an investigation anyway (Article 29, 32 FLC).

90 One of the most significant cases is still the investigation opened in the me
between Schindler Holding AG and Flug- und Fahrzeugwerke Altenrhein AG
1987. In 1994 the Commission investigated the Swisscare merger (health i
ance), but the Commission concluded there were no economically or socially d
mental consequences of the “Swisscare” merger. See for details: Veröffentlichun-
gen der Schweizerischen Kartellkommission und des Preisüberwachers (B
1995), p.48 et seq.

91 Such orders may be appealed to the Federal Supreme Court in Lausanne.
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break-up of a jvc. There are no criminal penalties provided for in
FLC for hindering third parties from competing92.

Third parties who are excluded from competition (or considera
hindered from competing) may claim damages or other appropr
relief.

Article 137 of the new Federal Statute on Private Internatio
Law of December 18, 1987 (which entered into force on Januar
1989) provides that claims arising out of the hindrance of competi
are subject to the law of the market place in which such hindra
took effect. The FLC could therefore theoretically apply to a fore
jvc93. The powers of the Commission are, however, limited to 
territory of Switzerland.

Statutory defences vary slightly between the civil and adminis
tive law parts of the FLC. A jvc that hinders third parties fro
competing may claim that legitimate interests justify its acts (Arti
7 FLC). Defences to an investigation by the Commission may con
of claiming that the positive effects of the jvc for example, on co
prices, quality, supply of goods or services, competitiveness of S
enterprises abroad or the interests of consumers or workers outw
its harmful effects. The Commission must by law weigh these p
tive factors against the negative effects on competition of the arra
ments. The law deems the exclusion (as opposed to mere hindr
of third parties from competition as detrimental, unless there is
overriding benefit to the public interest.

92 There are criminal penalties if recommendations accepted by the parties or o
issued by the FED are not observed.

93 This provision presupposes that a Swiss court has jurisdiction. A Swiss com
that is excluded from competition on the Swiss market by acts of foreign-ba
companies may, e.g. obtain jurisdiction if these companies have branch offic
Switzerland or if the claimant obtains an attachment (freezing order) on the a
of the foreign companies.
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3.10 Conclusions

The jvc has clear advantages over the contractual joint ven
provided that the business project to be achieved justifies the hi
formation and running costs. Foreign joint venturers will genera
incorporate a jvc if they intend to do business in Switzerland.
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Annex: Typical Content of a Swiss Joint 
Venture Agreement

While it is impossible to establish a check-list which will cover 
issues that need to be addressed in a given joint venture agree
the following table of contents of a typical joint venture agreem
may serve as a guideline:
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JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT

between

XXX (hereinafter referred to as "XXX")

and

YYY (hereinafter referred to as "YYY")

regarding

The joint formation and operation of a joint venture company
which will operate ZZZ

(hereinafter referred to as “Newco”)
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Table of Contents

RECITALS

Part I: Formation of a Jointly Owned Company

1. SET-UP OF NEWCO

1.1. Formation of Newco
1.2. Articles of Association of Newco / Organization Rules
1.3. Subscription of Shares / Contributions in Kind / Loans 

Granted upon Formation
1.4. No Consideration for Certain Services and Support
1.5. Costs of Set-up
1.6. Timing
1.7. Regulatory Approvals Necessary for Operation of Newc

2. FUTURE FINANCING

3. CONTRACTS TO BE ENTERED UPON FORMATION 
BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO AND NEWCO 

Part II: Management of Newco

4. GENERAL UNDERTAKING ON VOTING

5. MATTERS RESERVED TO THE SHAREHOLDERS’ 
MEETING

5.1. Competencies
5.2. Quorum
5.3. Procedure in Case of Deadlock

6. BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND MANAGEMENT

6.1. Election of the Board of Directors
6.2. Competencies of the Board
6.3. Management
6.4. Signatory Rights
6.5. Procedure in Case of Deadlock
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Part III: Issues in Connection with Business of Newco

7. QUALITY CONTROL / PRODUCTION / MARKETING

8. NON-COMPETE COVENANT

9. DIVIDEND POLICY

Part IV: Issues in Connection with Share Transfers /
Option Rights

10. GENERAL RULES

11. PRE-EMPTION RIGHTS

11.1. In General
11.2. Duties of the Selling Shareholder
11.3. Rights of the Non-Selling Shareholder

12. SPECIAL EXIT OPTIONS / PUT OPTION OF PARTIES / 
BUY-SELL ARRANGEMENTS IN CASE OF DEADLOCK

14. TAKE ME ALONG CLAUSE

15. NEW PARTNERS

Part V: Miscellaneous

16. CONFIDENTIALITY

17. ALLOCATION OF CERTAIN COSTS IN CONNECTION 
WITH TRANSACTION

18. NOTIFICATIONS

19. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER AGREEMENTS

20. VARIOUS PROVISIONS

20.1. Governing Law
20.2. Entire Agreement; Construction
20.3. Assignment
20.4. Severability
20.5. Term of the Agreement
20.6. Condition
20.7. Arbitration
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